
Give the following step-by-step instructions and demonstration
for making a simple icing:
a Put two spoonfuls of soft butter or margarine in a bowl.
b Mix in one cup of icing sugar, a little at a time.
c If the mixture is dry, add a little water.
d Stir until smooth. (It should be soft enough to spread, without

being runny.)
3 Let each child decorate his or her own cake with icing and other

decorations. You can decorate one yourself first, to give them
some ideas. For example: Let’s put some sweets here for eyes and a
cherry to make the clown’s nose. Go around and help where
necessary.

4 When they have finished, put all the cakes on display and let the
children see each other’s work. You can make appropriate
comments: That looks lovely/delicious!

5 The children can now use the language they practised earlier to
(pretend to) offer their cakes to guests: Would you like a cake?

6 The children can either eat their cakes immediately, or, if this
activity is done the day or the morning before the party, the cakes
can be stored and eaten at the party.

See Very Young Learners and Young Learners for ideas on making
pizza faces and milk shakes for the party.

1.12 Party time!

Beginner and above

5–9

60 minutes

All the previous activities are combined in the class party. The
children wear the masks, play the games, sing the songs, pull the
crackers, and eat the food with their invited guests.

Revision and practice of all the grammar and vocabulary from the
previous eleven activities.

Playing games, and singing songs; having an ‘English party’.SKILLS

LANGUAGE

DESCRIPTION

TIME

AGE GROUP

LEVEL
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You need to bring party food and drink, or ask each of the
children/parents to bring something appropriate. You may decide
to decorate the cakes just before the party, and save them to eat at
the party. You can provide small prizes for the games.

1 Send out the invitations.
2 Arrange for the food and drink to be brought. You may want to

protect the furniture with paper or tablecloths.
3 Tell everyone in the school that you are going to hold a party.

Play the games, sing the songs, eat the food, and have a great party.
Remind the children to offer food to their guests in English.
This can be an end of term or end of course party and you can invite
other classes. The children can make decorations for the classroom,
for example, streamers, paper chains, and place settings.

IN CLASS

PREPARATION

MATERIALS
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Project 2
Block of flats

Description of the project
In this project, the students create an imaginary block of flats. Each
flat has its own furniture, family, and pets. The people in the flats
meet, have parties, and go to school.

Main products of each activity
On completion of the project the class will have achieved/produced
the following:

2.1 Rooms in the flat
A room in a block of flats

2.2 Furniture for the flat
Furniture to go in the room

2.3 Family tree
A family tree mobile

2.4 The people who live in the flat
Puppets of the family

2.5 Guess who!
A description and picture of a member of the family

2.6 Pets
A model pet

2.7 Lost!
A ‘lost’ poster and a cartoon story
A model playground

2.8 Fun club
A board game

2.9 Family scrapbook
A scrapbook containing pictures, writing, photographs, diagrams,
and so on, related to the family who live in the flat

2.10 Project display
A display of the children’s work from all the activities, for friends
and family.
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Activity Grammatical and Vocabulary Skills
functional

2.1 There is/There are Rooms: wall, window, Listening: to and
Rooms in the flat How many …? door, carpet, curtains following instructions

What colour …? Colours Speaking and writing:

Where do you live? Numbers asking and answering
questions; describing a
room orally and in writing

Other: colouring; cutting;
gluing

2.2 Prepositions: near, next Furniture: table, chair, Listening: to a
Furniture for the to, in front of, behind, sofa, bed description
flat on, under Colours Speaking: describing a

Questions with to be Names of room in a room;asking questions:

house/flat Is it near the armchair?

Writing: a short
description of a room

Other: cutting; gluing;
talking about the room

2.3 Have got Family relationships: Listening: to instructions
Family tree Questions: Have you grandmother, grand- and to each other’s

got (any cousins)? How father, mother (mum), presentations

many brothers have father (dad), sister Speaking: giving a short
you got? Hair/eye colour presentation; asking 

Possessive adjective: questions

my Writing: a family tree

Other: painting; cutting
out; tying

2.4 Introductions Parts of the body: Listening: to instructions
The people who Descriptions eye, nose, mouth, leg, for the game, song, and
live in the flat head, hair puppet-making

Hair/eye colour Speaking: singing the

Clothes song and introducing 
themselves

Other: painting; gluing
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2.5 Have got Describing people: Listening: to descriptions
Guess who! Possessive adjectives: curly/straight, long/ of people

his, her short, red/brown/grey Speaking: giving a

Adjectival order: short,
hair description of clothes in a

red, hair Clothes fashion show

Question: What colour Colours Writing and reading: a

is (her hair)? It’s … . Numbers up to 100 short description

He is wearing a red Other: cutting out; colouring

sweater and blue shorts
contrasted with He
wears (glasses)

2.6 Adjectives to describe Pets: cat, dog, hamster, Listening: to descriptions
Pets characteristics rabbit, snake, and so on Speaking: talking about

Possessive adjectives Parts of the body: paw, a pet
his /her tail, nose, ears Writing: a short description
Questions: Other: making a model pet
What’s he like?
What does he like
(doing)?

2.7 Past simple tense, House/flat: door, Reading: a story about
Lost! regular and irregulars window, wall, fence, a lost pet

Prepositions: through, dustbin Listening to a story
down, up, over, under, Playground or park: Speaking: telling a story.
on, in, out of, into swings, bench, lake,

Writing: a description of
ducks

a lost pet, and part of a story

Other: drawing cartoon
pictures; making items for
a model playground

2.8 Asking and answering Hobbies and sports Listening and speaking:
Fun club questions about Card and board games socializing; playing

hobbies: What’s your
hobby?

I collect football posters

Introductions

2.9 Revision and extension Revision of all vocabulary Other: co-operation
Family of all structures in the from previous activities
scrapbook project

2.10 Practice of a range of Practice of vocabulary Speaking: giving a talk to 
Project display structures from the from the project visitors

project
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2.1 Rooms in the flat

Elementary and above

8–11

60 minutes

The children make a room which they will fill with furniture and an
imaginary family in later lessons. The rooms will eventually be
stacked on top of each other to make a block of flats. The class start
a web of house/flat vocabulary.

There is/There are; How many …? What colour …? Where do you live?
Wall, door, window, living-room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchen; revision
of colours and numbers.

Colouring; cutting; gluing.

A box for each child or group (shoe boxes are ideal), they do not
need lids; coloured pens or paints; paper (wallpaper or decorated
wrapping paper); cloth material for curtains and/or carpets; glue;
scissors; magazines (‘Ideal Home’ type) with pictures of different
rooms; flashcards of: room, door, window, wall, floor, carpet, curtains,
and picture, one set of pictures and one set of words; sticky labels
with the words on.

1 Collect the materials needed.
2 Photocopy the flashcards (pictures and words) of: room, door,

window, wall, floor, carpet, curtains, and picture.
3 Make a room yourself to show as a model.
4 Copy a large version of the spidergram (see photocopiable

Worksheet 2.1) on to a large piece of paper, for display on the
classroom wall.

1 Introduce and practise the question: Where do you live? And the
answer(s): I live in a house/flat in (Madrid/Hong Kong). Let the
children walk around, asking and answering the question. They
can name their suburb or street if they all live in the same city.

2 Using the pictures and flashcards, elicit and practise the names of
the rooms in a house or flat: living-room, kitchen, bathroom,
bedroom, and so on. If necessary, revise colours by asking: What
colour’s this room? Start a class web by filling in the spaces
together. The children then copy the words on to their own web
(see Worksheet 2.1).

3 Use flashcards to present and practise: room, door, window, wall,
floor, carpet, curtains, and picture. Give out the labels to individual
children, and tell them to stick the written words on the cards
around the classroom: window on the window, door on the door,
and so on. Add these words to the web.

IN CLASS

PREPARATION

MATERIALS

SKILLS

LANGUAGE

DESCRIPTION

TIME

AGE GROUP

LEVEL
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4 Make the rooms: 
a Divide the children into pairs or groups of three or four. Let

the children decide which room they want to make, or see
‘Variation’, below. It’s all right if they all want to make living-
rooms or bedrooms, though an entire block of bathrooms
would look funny! 

b Give each pair/group a choice of the number and position of
windows and doors, colours, paper, cloth, and so on so each
room is different. Demonstrate how to cut the wallpaper to fit
the inside of the box.

5 When the rooms are finished, at the end of the lesson or in a later
lesson, the children ask and answer questions about them. One
pair/group stands at the front holding their room so that the rest
of the class can’t see it. The teacher and the class ask questions—
What colour’s the carpet? What colour are the walls? How many
windows are there? The children answer, and the others guess what
room it is. The pair/group then shows the class their room and tell
the class the answer.

The children write a description of their room in class, or for
homework. They can complete a gap-fill:

FOLLOW-UP 1

PROJECT 2 BLOCK OF FLATS 51

My room

You can use some of these words to put in the spaces to describe your
room: is, are, picture, carpet, window, door, curtains, one, two, three,
red, yellow, green, blue, white, black, pink.

In my room there __ __ d__, and __ w____ . The walls ____,

the c____ is ____ , and __ c____ are ____ . There ____

p____ on the wall.
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